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UKAEA & Waste
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UKAEA processes ~50 tonnes of radioactive 

waste per year in support of operations

~2 tonnes ILW solids / year

~30 tonnes LLW / LA-LLW / year

~15 tonnes LLW / LA-LLW Incinerable waste / year

• Tritium is dominant radionuclide for the site

• Activation in JET components (in-vessel to ILW, outside vessel to LLW / LA-LLW)

• Beryllium contamination from JET equipment and areas

JET will end operations in December 2023 

There is predicted to be large increase in waste 

arisings and in waste radionuclide inventory

~200 tonnes ILW Solids

~10,000 tonnes LLW / LA-LLW Solids

~100’s tonnes/year ILW↔LA-LLW Incinerable waste 
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Radioactive Waste Issues
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1) Tritium is challenging to handle, predict, and detect

• Uncertainty in off-gas rates prior to breaching systems

• Difficult to detect where tritium has migrated to

• Characterisation is intensive and results in manual handling of materials

• Difficult to estimate tritiation of in-vessel materials

• Changes in gloves and other PPE routinely due to permeation behaviour
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Radioactive Waste Issues
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2) Activation of materials causes issues, even with modelling

• Activation modelling is great where there is high definition in models

• Activation modelling quickly breaks down where the models become less 

well defined

• There is a confidence imparted by modelling, the presence of impurities 

or incorrect neutron flux has large impact

• Limited capability for dose rate from β particles (handling concerns)
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Radioactive Waste Issues
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3) Tritiated soft waste is problematic to characterise
• There are likely to be large volumes of tritiated soft 

waste produced at fusion facilities

• The assay of soft waste is tricky due to the variance 

in tritium exposures and behaviours

• Significant manual intervention required for 

appropriate sampling and assay techniques

• Potential for soft waste detritiation, characterisation 

via off-gassing, streamlining of processes
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Radioactive Waste Issues
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4) Fusion ‘Waste’ is valuable, it simply has 

ambiguous further use due to radionuclide 

content

~750+ tonnes of copper

5) Fusion has some novel materials which 

are not analogous to conventional 

(fission) radioactive materials

~2 tonnes of beryllium

TBq/g 3H

GBq/litre 3H
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• Material activation and tritiation studies (representative materials)

Research Needs
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Off-gas Studies

Activation Behaviour

Tritium Retention

Detritiation / Tritium 

Removal Behaviour

Dust Generation

• Recycling / reconditioning of fusion materials

Activated material 

recycling & reuse

Facilitation of reuse within 

the nuclear industry

Risk-based approach 

to reuse & disposal

• Tritium detection techniques, characterisation methodologies, and protection techniques

Consider real-time 

monitoring at design

PPE and 

permeation studies

Tritium leak detection and 

containment methods

Containers for waste 

materials

Operational monitoring 

of tritium

Tritium characterisation 

techniques
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Need to rethink what fusion ‘waste’ is:

• Much of the material still has reuse value (even if in a nuclear setting)

• There are few options for the reconditioning of materials 

(tritium, activation, beryllium, …)

• Intermediate-term decay storage is relatively new in UK 

(Short term management – longer term reuse)

Policy Implications
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Radionuclides and waste classifications

• Many radionuclides are problematic to detect / characterise for within 
activation fingerprints

• Some out-of-scope limits are assessed by default in BSSD / legislation 

• Radionuclide fingerprints are incredibly time dependent due to short 
half-lives (vs fission)

Fusion wastes are driven by short-lived radionuclides, the hazard and 
management of this material is much more time-dependent than fission 
materials – this is not reflected in policy / legislation / guidance yet
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